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ABSTRACT
Deep convolutional neural networks have proved effective in
segmenting lesions and anatomies in various medical imag-
ing modalities. However, in the presence of small sample size
and domain shift problems, these models often produce masks
with non-intuitive segmentation mistakes. In this paper, we
propose a segmentation framework called ErrorNet, which
learns to correct these segmentation mistakes through the re-
peated process of injecting systematic segmentation errors to
a segmentation mask based on a learned shape prior, followed
by attempting to predict the injected error. During inference,
ErrorNet corrects the segmentation mistakes by adding the
predicted error map to the initial segmentation mask. Error-
Net has advantages over alternatives based on domain adap-
tation or CRF-based post processing, because it requires nei-
ther domain-specific parameter tuning nor any data from the
target domains. We have evaluated ErrorNet using five pub-
lic datasets for the task of retinal vessel segmentation. The
selected datasets differ in size and patient population, allow-
ing us to evaluate the effectiveness of ErrorNet in handling
small sample size and domain shift problems. Our experi-
ments demonstrate that ErrorNet outperforms a base segmen-
tation model, a CRF-based post processing scheme, and a do-
main adaptation method, with a greater performance gain in
the presence of dataset limitations above.
Index Terms— retinal vessel segmentation, limited data,
domain shift, error prediction, error correction
1. INTRODUCTION
Medical imaging datasets are often unrepresentative of the
patient population, lacking adequate annotated images or oth-
erwise being limited to a particular clinical site or vendor.
The former leads to the small sample size problem whereas
the latter causes the domain shift problem. In the presence
of unrepresentative training datasets, even the most sophisti-
cated architectures may generate non-intuitive segmentation
errors such as holes in the segmentations of connected organs
or breaks along the segmented vessels. Although acquir-
ing additional annotations strikes as a natural workaround to
reduce systematic segmentation errors caused by unrepresen-
tative datasets, it incurs substantial annotation cost. Recent
active learning and interactive segmentation methodologies
[1, 2, 3] provide cost-effective solutions to expand medical
datasets, but they still require highly-trained medical experts
in the loop. Unsupervised domain adaptation is an expert-free
solution that aims to expand medical datasets by bridging the
domain shift between the current training set and the target
test sets. However, this approach requires unlabeled data
from the target domains, which not only is scarcely available,
but also does not scale well to many target domains (e.g.,
widespread clinical deployment). Post-processing methods
based on conditional random fields (CRFs) is another ap-
proach to reducing systematic segmentation errors caused by
limited datasets. While effective in natural images, appli-
cation of CRFs in medical images have shown inconclusive
results [4]. Furthermore, post-processing with CRFs often re-
quires extensive application-specific parameter tuning. There
is a need to develop a methodology that can reduce the sys-
tematic errors caused by dataset limitations without requiring
experts, additional datasets, or extensive parameter tuning.
In this paper, we propose ErrorNet, a segmentation frame-
work with the capability of reducing segmentation errors
caused by domain shifts or limited datasets. ErrorNet consists
of a base segmentation network, an error injection network,
and an error prediction network. During training, the error
injection network degrades the segmentation result from the
base network according to the shape prior of the region of
interest. The degraded segmentation is then fed to the er-
ror prediction network that aims to estimate an error map
between the degraded input and ground truth. Essentially,
the segmentation network and error injection network work
together to prepare a diverse set of input data for training the
error prediction network. At test time, we feed the segmen-
tation results from the base network to the error prediction
network directly, and then obtain the corrected segmentation
result by adding the predicted error map to the initial seg-
mentation result. We have evaluated ErrorNet for the task of
retinal vessel segmentation in fundus images using five public
datasets. This choice of datasets allows us to assess the error
correction capability of ErrorNet in both same-domain and
cross-domain evaluation settings. Our experiments demon-
strate that ErrorNet outperforms a base segmentation model,
a CRF-based post processing scheme, and a domain adap-
tation method, with a greater performance gain for smaller
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Fig. 1: Overview of the suggested segmentation framework, ErrorNet.
training datasets that face larger domain shifts.
Contributions. Our contributions include: 1) a novel seg-
mentation framework with an error correction mechanism
based on shape prior, 2) extensive evaluation using five pub-
lic datasets in both same- and cross-dataset evaluation, 3)
demonstrated gain over several baselines including CRF-
based post processing and a domain adaptation method.
2. RELATEDWORK
Due to limited space, we contrast our approach against do-
main adaptation, post-segmentation refinement, and condi-
tional prior networks, and refer the readers to [4] for a com-
prehensive survey on methods for medical image segmenta-
tion with limited datasets.
Domain adaptation: These methods typically require unla-
beled [5, 6] or often labeled data [7, 8] from the target do-
mains. Thus, they are hardly applicable when the target do-
main is unknown a priori or too diverse to have data from
(e.g., widespread clinical use). In contrast, ErrorNet does not
require data from the target domains as it corrects segmenta-
tion errors based on a shape prior learned during the training
stage.
Conditional Prior Networks (CPNs): CPNs can faithfully
learn a shape prior for flows between images [9]. We adopt
a similar structure but instead of learning a prior distribu-
tion of flows, we use the CPN architecture to learn the prior
distribution of segmentation masks. We additionally extend
CPNs such that they can generate examples that lie within the
learned segmentation prior [10]. We learn the shape prior of
segmentation masks so that ErrorNet can leverage the learned
segmentation shape prior and train itself to correct imperfect
segmentation masks when only limited data is available.
Post-processing schemes: Methods based on different vari-
ants of CRFs can be used to force connectivity constraints
in segmentation results [11, 12]. However, these methods of-
ten require extensive parameter tuning and have shown only
mixed results for medical image segmentation [4]. In con-
trast, ErrorNet is end-to-end trainable and application agnos-
tic, eliminating the need for heuristic designs. Denoising au-
toencoders have also been used as post-processing recently
[13], but handcrafted, domain-specific error patterns are re-
quired for training. This limitation is overcome in ErrorNet
as the error patterns are learned systematically.
3. METHOD
Figure 1 shows the overview of our proposed segmentation
framework, ErrorNet, which consists of three consecutive net-
works: a base segmentation network, an error injection net-
work, and an error prediction network. Given a training image
I , the segmentation network generates an initial segmentation
mask S, which is then degraded by the error injection network
based on a learned shape prior of the vessels, resulting in the
degraded mask Sˆ. The prediction network takes as input the
original image stacked with the degraded segmentation mask,
and outputs an error map Eˆ, which attempts to predict the true
error, E, between the ground truth and the degraded segmen-
tation map at the pixel-level. During testing, we bypass the
error injection network, directly passing the initial segmenta-
tion result to the error prediction model. The final segmenta-
tion mask is obtained by adding the predicted error map to the
initial segmentation, S∗ = S+Eˆ. We explain each individual
network as follows:
Base segmentation network: We choose the widely used U-
Net as the base segmentation network, which is trained by
minimizing the cross entropy loss, Lseg = −
∑
i log(pi).
Error injection network: The task for the error injection net-
work is to generate a degraded segmentation mask, by inject-
ing error patterns to the initial segmentation result. However,
it is critical for the error patterns to be representative; other-
wise, the subsequent error prediction network would learn an
unrelated and perhaps trivial vision task, leading to an inef-
fective error correction mechanism. Also, the error patterns
must be diverse; otherwise, the subsequent error prediction
network will overfit to a limited set of error patterns in the
training set, particularly when the training set is small. The
importance of diverse error patterns is even more pronounced
for cross-domain model evaluation where the base segmenta-
tion model may produce segmentation maps with error pat-
terns that are partially or largely different from that of the
source training dataset. The choice of error injection network
is thus critical to the success of the suggested framework.
For this purpose, we use a variational autoencoder (VAE),
which is trained by minimizing Lvae =
∑
i(Sˆ
(i) − S(i))2 +
KL(Pθ∗(z
(i)|S(i))||N(0, 1)) where the first term constrains
the degraded mask to be similar to the initial segmentation
result and the second term constraints the latent space of the
VAE to follow a standard normal distribution. A VAE gener-
ates representative and diverse error patterns, because, during
training it learns a distribution over segmentation maps in a
high dimensional feature space. By sampling from this dis-
tribution, VAE can generate diverse variants of a given seg-
mentation map, which can represent the manifold around the
input segmentation map. This degradation mechanism intro-
duces stochasticity in the model, increasing the input space of
imperfect segmentations, enabling us to train a more robust
error prediction network.
Error prediction network: We use a shallow U-Net for the
task of error prediction. Specifically, the error prediction net-
work takes as input the degraded segmentation map stacked
with the original image, and returns a k-channel error predic-
tion map at the original image resolution, Eˆ(i), where k is the
number of classes. We use a tanh activation function in the
output layer of the error prediction model. A negative value in
the predicted error map corresponds to decreasing the prob-
ability of the class being predicted whereas a positive value
corresponds to increasing the probability. We train the error
prediction network by minimizing Lpred =
∑
i(Eˆ
(i) −E(i))
where E(i) = (Sˆ(i)−G(i))2 with G(i) being the ground truth
mask for the ith image in the batch.
4. EXPERIMENTS
Architecture details: We use a U-Net as the base segmenta-
tion model. The U-Net consists of 4 downsampling blocks in
the encoder and 4 upsampling blocks in the decoder. All con-
volutions layers use 3x3 kernels. We have followed the best
practices as suggested in [14] for configuring and training our
U-Net architecture. Specifically, we have used instance nor-
malization in downsampling blocks and leaky Relu as activa-
tion functions, and further excluded large black background
Table 1: Datasets used in our experiments
Dataset # images Data splits
Total Diseased Healthy Train Val Test
DRIVE 40 7 33 18 2 20
STARE 20 10 10 10 2 8
CHASE 20 0 20 17 5 6
ARIA 143 82 61 121 5 17
HRF 45 30 15 26 5 14
regions while normalizing the training images, to name a few.
For the error injection module, we use a VAE with 3 down-
sampling blocks, a 6400 dimensional latent feature space, and
3 upsampling blocks. To ensure that the injected error pat-
terns do not transform the segmentation mask completely, we
sample from the latent space with a variance of 0.0001. The
error prediction module follows a U-Net architecture with 3
downsampling blocks followed by 3 upsampling blocks with
skip connections. Both VAE and error prediction network use
batch normalization and relu activation functions. The num-
ber of kernels in the VAE and error prediction network were
optimized so that a GPU with 12 GB RAM can hold the entire
ErrorNet in memory. We refer the readers to the appendix for
architecture details.
Training Details: While ErrorNet can be trained end-to-end,
we have found that stage-wise training facilitates conver-
gence. Specifically, we first train the base segmentation by
minimizing the segmentation loss function, L = Lseg . We
then freeze the weights of the base segmentation network and
train error injection network by minimizing the VAE loss,
L = Lvae. Once VAE is trained, we train the error predic-
tion network by minimizing L = Lpred, while freezing the
weights of the base segmentation and the error injection net-
works. We refer to this training scheme as stage-wise training
henceforth. The ErrorNet can now be trained jointly in an
end-to-end fashion, while freezing the weights of the error
injection module, effectively minimizing L = Lpred + Lseg .
We refer to this training scheme as Joint Tr in Table 2.
Datasets: Table 1 summarizes the 5 datasets used to evalu-
ate ErrorNet for the task of retinal vessel segmentation. The
selected datasets vary in terms of size, population, and acqui-
sition machine, allowing us to evaluate the effectiveness of
ErrorNet under different sample sizes and domain shift.
Performance baselines: We compare ErrorNet against 1) a
U-Net carefully-optimized according to the best practices
suggested in [14], the same U-Net with CRF-based post-
processing, a recent unsupervised domain adaptation method
[16], and V-GAN [15], which is a modern retinal vessel
segmentation network trained in an adversarial manner.
Ablation study: We compare ErrorNet with and without VAE
to study the impact of the error injection network. Without
VAE, the error prediction network only sees the error patterns
in the training dataset. To study the effect of joint training, we
Table 2: Comparison between ErrorNet and other performance baselines. Dice is used for comparison. Grey columns indicate same-domain
evaluation whereas the other columns contain the results for cross-domain evaluation. ErrorNet outperforms the competing baselines on-
average, but the performance gap is wider in the presence of domain shift (cross-domain evaluation) and small sample size (the small Chase
dataset used for training). Ablation studies show that VAE and joint-training are effective in improving the performance of ErrorNet.
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Train on→ CHASE ARIA
Architecture Test on→ CHASE DRIVE ARIA STARE HRF Avg. CHASE DRIVE ARIA STARE HRF Avg.
U-Net [14] 79.3 67.6 60.3 59.5 61.5 65.6 76.7 77.3 72.0 71.28 72.3 73.9
U-Net [14] + CRF 81.2 65.4 62.6 56.4 63.6 65.8 78.4 69.5 73.0 64.6 73.5 71.8
V-GAN[15] 79.7 71.5 64.2 61.0 66.4 68.5 68.7 75.8 69.9 66.2 69.3 70.0
DA-ADV [16] 72.3 69.3 68.2 64.7 67.4 68.4 71.5 72.9 73.2 71.3 70.7 71.9
3 80.2 68.6 60.7 60.2 62.7 66.4 76.8 72.1 72.0 71.9 72.2 73.0
3 3 80.1 71.8 61.1 59.8 67.2 68.0 76.2 77.3 72.2 72.2 72.8 74.1ErrorNet w/ ablation
3 3 3 81.5 73.2 66.5 65.2 68.6 71.0 76.7 78.9 72.0 74.0 72.6 74.8
also compare ErrorNet with and without joint training.
Evaluation scenarios: We evaluate ErrorNet in the presence
of small sample size and domain shift problems. To study the
small size, we train ErrorNet using Chase, which is a small
dataset, and Aria, which is the largest dataset under study. To
study the domain shift problem, we evaluate the models above
on the domains other than the one they are trained on.
Results: We have summarized the results of both evaluation
scenarios in Table 2. When Chase dataset is used for train-
ing and testing, ErrorNet achieves a Dice of 81.5 outperform-
ing all performance baselines. The ablation study also shows
that ErrorNet with joint training achieves a 1-point increase
in Dice. Inclusion of VAE, on the other hand, shows no sig-
nificant performance gain. This is because the training and
test domains are the same (Chase). In the cross-domain eval-
uation, ErrorNet and in particular the VAE module achieve
greater performance gains over the baselines. Specifically,
ErrorNet achieves an average Dice score of 71.0, outperform-
ing the second best [15] and third best method [16] by 2.4
and 2.5 points, respectively. The VAE module also enables a
1.6-point increase in Dice. The widened performance gap is
due to the domain shift caused by different patient population
and pathologies present in the datasets. While Chase contains
only healthy fundus images of children’s eyes with a central
vessel reflex, all the other datasets used for testing contain
pathological cases from adult populations. We hypothesize
that ErrorNet can effectively learn the general structure of eye
vessels; and thus, it can help correct mis-segmentations intro-
duced by dataset limitations.
ErrorNet trained with Aria continues to improve the seg-
mentation performance over the baseline models, with both
VAE and joint training features showing consistent perfor-
mance gains. However, the superiority over baselines is not as
drastic as in the case where ErrorNet was trained with Chase.
Intuitively, these results make sense. Aria is a larger, more
varied dataset with images from both healthy and diseased
patients; and thus, the models trained on Aria generalize bet-
ter to other datasets. As a result, the improvements made by
the error correction module are smaller.
Fig. 2: Effectiveness of ErrorNet in bridging breaks along seg-
mented vessels. Each row compares the segmentation results be-
fore (left) and after (right) error correction. The yellow boxes indi-
cate regions where the ErrorNet has connected fragmented vessels or
sharpened vessel structures. To respect the space limit, only cropped
images are shown. Full-image results are available in the appendix.
Qualitative comparison: Figure 2 compares the segmentation
results before and after error correction by the error predic-
tion network. Recall that the error injection network is not
used during inference—segmentation results are directly sent
to the error prediction network for error correction. As high-
lighted by the yellow boxes, ErrorNet has connected frag-
mented vessels or sharpened vessel structures.
5. CONCLUSION
We presented ErrorNet, a framework for systematic handling
of segmentation errors caused by limited datasets. We eval-
uated ErrorNet using 5 public datasets for the task of retinal
vessel segmentation. Our results demonstrated the effective-
ness of ErrorNet in both same-dataset and cross-dataset eval-
uations, particularly when the size of training set was small
and domain shift was large. Our future work would focus
on evaluating ErrorNet on other medical image segmentation
tasks as well as evaluating the effectiveness of ErrorNet for
the task of active learning.
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Appendix
This appendix consists of 6 figures and 4 tables. The fig-
ures serve to illustrate how the error correction mechanism
of ErrorNet improves the segmentation results in high res-
olution uncropped images. Note that, due to limited space,
we showed only low resolution cropped results in the main
text. The tables contain our segmentation results based on
IoU and also architecture details for the base segmentation
network, error injection network, and error prediction net-
work. The readers are welcome to contact Nima Tajbakhsh
at ntajbakhsh@voxelcloud.io for further clarification on our
method, results, or architecture details.
Table A.1: Architecture details for the Segmentation Network. All convolution layers use 3x3 kernels. As suggested by [14],
instance normalization and leaky-relu activation functions are used.
Name Feature maps (input) Feature maps (output)
Encoder pathway
Conv layer - 1a 640 x 640 x 1 640 x 640 x 32
Conv layer - 1b 640 x 640 x 32 640 x 640 x 32
Max pool - 1 640 x 640 x 32 320 x 320 x 32
Conv layer - 2a 320 x 320 x 32 320 x 320 x 64
Conv layer - 2b 320 x 320 x 64 320 x 320 x 64
Max pool - 2 320 x 320 x 64 160 x 160 x 64
Conv layer - 3a 160 x 160 x 64 160 x 160 x 128
Conv layer - 3b 160 x 160 x 128 160 x 160 x 128
Max pool - 3 160 x 160 x 128 80 x 80 x 128
Conv layer - 4a 80 x 80 x 128 80 x 80 x 256
Conv layer - 4b 80 x 80 x 256 80 x 80 x 256
Max pool - 4 80 x 80 x 256 40 x 40 x 256
Conv layer -5a 40 x 40 x 256 40 x 40 x 512
Conv layer - 5b 40 x 40 x 512 40 x 40 x 512
Decoder Pathway
Upsample - 1 40 x 40 x 512 80 x 80 x 512
Concat - 1 80 x 80 x 512 (up sample - 1) 80 x 80 x 76880 x 80 x 256 (conv - 4b)
Conv layer - 6a 80 x 80 x 768 80 x 80 x 256
Conv layer - 6b 80 x 80 x 256 80 x 80 x 256
Upsample - 2 80 x 80 x 256 160 x 160 x 256
Concat - 2 160 x 160 x 256 (upsample - 2 ) 160 x 160 x 384160 x 160 x 128 (conv - 3b)
Conv layer - 7a 160 x 160 x 384 160 x 160 x 128
Conv layer - 7b 160 x 160 x 128 160 x 160 x 128
Upsample - 3 160 x 160 x 128 320 x 320 x 128
Concat - 3 320 x 320 x 128 (upsample - 3) 320 x 320 x 192320 x 320 x 64 (conv - 2b)
Conv layer - 8a 320 x 320 x 192 320 x 320 x 64
Conv layer - 8b 320 x 320 x 64 320 x 320 x 64
Upsample - 4 320 x 320 x 64 640 x 640 x 64
Concat - 4 640 x 640 x 64 (upsample - 4) 640 x 640 x 96640 x 640 x 32 (conv - 1b)
Conv layer - 9a 640 x 640 x 96 640 x 640 x 32
Conv layer - 9b 640 x 640 x 32 640 x 640 x 32
Output layer 640 x 640 x 32 640 x 640 x 1
Table A.2: Architecture details for the Error Injection Network. All convolution layers use 3x3 kernels. Batch normalization
and relu activation functions are used throughout the network.
Name Feature maps (input) Feature maps (output)
Encoder Pathway
Conv layer - 1a 640 x 640 x 1 640 x 640 x 32
Conv layer - 1b 640 x 640 x 32 640 x 640 x 32
Max pool - 1 640 x 640 x 32 320 x 320 x 32
Conv layer - 2a 320 x 320 x 32 320 x 320 x 64
Conv layer - 2b 320 x 320 x 64 320 x 320 x 64
Max pool - 2 320 x 320 x 64 160 x 160 x 64
Conv layer - 3a 160 x 160 x 64 160 x 160 x 128
Conv layer - 3b 160 x 160 x 128 160 x 160 x 128
Max pool - 3 160 x 160 x 128 80 x 80 x 128
encoder conv - 4a 80 x 80 x 128 80 x 80 x 512
encoder conv - 4b 80 x 80 x 512 80 x 80 x 1
encoder dense - mu 80 x 80 x 1 6400
encoder dense - sigma 80 x 80 x 1 6400
VAE latent space sampling sampling - 1
6400 (encoder dense - mu) 64006400 (encoder dense - sigma)
reshape - 1 6400 80 x 80 x 1
Decoder Pathway
Conv transpose - 1 80 x 80 x 1 160 x 160 x 64
Conv layer - 5a 160 x 160 x 64 160 x 160 x 64
Conv layer - 5b 160 x 160 x 64 160 x 160 x 64
Conv transpose - 2 160 x 160 x 64 320 x 320 x 32
Conv layer - 6a 320 x 320 x 32 320 x 320 x 32
Conv layer - 6b 320 x 320 x 32 320 x 320 x 32
Upsample - 3 320 x 320 x 32 640 x 640 x 32
Conv layer - 7a 640 x 640 x 32 640 x 640 x 32
Conv layer - 7b 640 x 640 x 32 640 x 640 x 32
Output layer 640 x 640 x 32 640 x 640 x 2
Sigmoid layer 640 x 640 x 2 640 x 640 x 2
Table A.3: Architecture details for the Error Prediction Network. All convolution layers use 3x3 kernels. Batch normalization
and relu activation functions are used throughout the network.
Name Feature maps (input) Feature maps (output)
Encoder Pathway
Concat - input 640 x 640 x 1 (input image) 640 x 640 x 2640 x 640 x 1 (degraded segmentation)
Conv layer - 1a 640 x 640 x 2 640 x 640 x 32
Conv layer - 1b 640 x 640 x 32 640 x 640 x 32
Max pool - 1 640 x 640 x 32 320 x 320 x 32
Conv layer - 2a 320 x 320 x 32 320 x 320 x 64
Conv layer - 2b 320 x 320 x 64 320 x 320 x 64
Max pool - 2 320 x 320 x 64 160 x 160 x 64
Conv layer - 3a 160 x 160 x 64 160 x 160 x 128
Conv layer - 3b 160 x 160 x 128 160 x 160 x 128
Max pool - 3 160 x 160 x 128 80 x 80 x 128
Conv layer - 4a 80 x 80 x 128 80 x 80 x 256
Conv layer - 4b 80 x 80 x 256 80 x 80 x 256
Decoder Pathway
Upsample - 2 80 x 80 x 256 160 x 160 x 256
Concat - 2 160 x 160 x 256 (upsample - 2 ) 160 x 160 x 384160 x 160 x 128 (conv - 3b)
Conv layer - 7a 160 x 160 x 384 160 x 160 x 128
Conv layer - 7b 160 x 160 x 128 160 x 160 x 128
Upsample - 3 160 x 160 x 128 320 x 320 x 128
Concat - 3 320 x 320 x 128 (upsample - 3) 320 x 320 x 192320 x 320 x 64 (conv - 2b)
Conv layer - 8a 320 x 320 x 192 320 x 320 x 64
Conv layer - 8b 320 x 320 x 64 320 x 320 x 64
Upsample - 4 320 x 320 x 64 640 x 640 x 64
Concat - 4 640 x 640 x 64 (upsample - 4) 640 x 640 x 96640 x 640 x 32 (conv - 1b)
Conv layer - 9a 640 x 640 x 96 640 x 640 x 32
Conv layer - 9b 640 x 640 x 32 640 x 640 x 32
Output layer 640 x 640 x 32 640 x 640 x 1
Table A.4: This table is similar to Table 2 in the main text with the difference being Dice is replaced with IoU for comparison. Comparing
IoU- and Dice-based results shows that the winner in each category remains unchanged (highlighted in bold). As before, grey columns indicate
same-domain evaluation whereas the other columns contain the results for cross-domain evaluation. ErrorNet outperforms the competing
baselines on-average, but the performance gap is wider in the presence of domain shift (cross-domain evaluation) and small sample size (the
small Chase dataset used for training). Ablation studies show that VAE and joint-training are effective in improving the performance of
ErrorNet.
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Train on→ CHASE ARIA
Architecture Test on→ CHASE DRIVE ARIA STARE HRF Avg. CHASE DRIVE ARIA STARE HRF Avg.
U-Net [14] 65.7 51.1 43.2 42.3 44.4 49.3 62.2 63.0 56.2 55.4 56.6 58.6
U-Net [14] + CRF 68.4 48.6 45.6 39.3 46.6 49.7 64.5 53.3 57.5 47.7 58.1 56.2
V-GAN[15] 66.3 55.6 47.3 43.9 49.7 52.5 52.3 61.0 53.7 49.5 53.0 53.9
DA-ADV [16] 56.6 53.0 51.7 47.8 50.8 52.0 55.6 57.4 57.7 55.4 54.7 56.2
3 66.9 52.2 43.6 43.1 45.7 50.3 62.3 56.4 56.2 56.1 56.5 57.5
3 3 66.8 56.0 44.0 42.7 50.6 52.0 61.6 63.0 56.5 56.5 57.2 59.0ErrorNet w/ ablation
3 3 3 68.8 57.7 49.8 48.4 52.2 55.3 62.2 65.2 56.2 58.7 57.0 59.9
Fig. A.1: [Chase→ HRF] Effectiveness of ErrorNet for cross-dataset evaluation, where the training set comes from the Chase
dataset but the test set comes from the HRF dataset. Top: Fundus image. Bottom-Left: Segmentation result for an HRF dataset
image from the segmentation network (before error correction). Bottom-Right: corresponding segmentation result generated by
ErrorNet after error correction. The yellow boxes indicate example regions where the ErrorNet model has connected fragmented
vessels or sharpened vessel structures.
Fig. A.2: [Chase→ Drive] Effectiveness of ErrorNet for cross-dataset evaluation, where the training set comes from the Chase
dataset but the test set comes from the Drive dataset. Top: Fundus image. Bottom-Left: Segmentation result for a Drive dataset
image from the segmentation network (before error correction). Bottom-Right: corresponding segmentation result generated by
ErrorNet after error correction. The yellow boxes indicate example regions where the ErrorNet model has connected fragmented
vessels or sharpened vessel structures.
Fig. A.3: [Chase→ Chase] Effectiveness of ErrorNet for same-dataset evaluation, where the training and test sets both come
from the Chase dataset. Top: Fundus image. Bottom-Left: Segmentation result for a Chase dataset image from the seg-
mentation network (before error correction). Bottom-Right: corresponding segmentation result generated by ErrorNet after
error correction. The yellow boxes indicate example regions where the ErrorNet model has connected fragmented vessels or
sharpened vessel structures. As expected, improvement is not as drastic as that of cross-dataset evaluation.
Fig. A.4: [Aria → HRF] Effectiveness of ErrorNet for cross-dataset evaluation, where the training set comes from the Aria
dataset but the test set comes from the HRF dataset. Top: Fundus image. Bottom-Left: Segmentation result for an HRF dataset
image from the segmentation network (before error correction). Bottom-Right: corresponding segmentation result generated by
ErrorNet after error correction. The yellow boxes indicate example regions where the ErrorNet model has connected fragmented
vessels or sharpened vessel structures.
Fig. A.5: [Aria → Stare] Effectiveness of ErrorNet for cross-dataset evaluation, where the training set comes from the Aria
dataset but the test set comes from the Stare dataset. Top: Fundus image. Bottom-Left: Segmentation result for a Stare dataset
image from the segmentation network (before error correction). Bottom-Right: corresponding segmentation result generated by
ErrorNet after error correction. The yellow boxes indicate example regions where the ErrorNet model has connected fragmented
vessels or sharpened vessel structures.
Fig. A.6: [Aria → Drive] Effectiveness of ErrorNet for cross-dataset evaluation, where the training set comes from the Aria
dataset but the test set comes from the Drive dataset. Top: Fundus image. Bottom-Left: Segmentation result for a Drive dataset
image from the segmentation network (before error correction). Bottom-Right: corresponding segmentation result generated by
ErrorNet after error correction. The yellow boxes indicate example regions where the ErrorNet model has connected fragmented
vessels or sharpened vessel structures.
